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ncorporating inexact reasoning into
usable form can present problems of
imprecision or uncertainty. Fuzzy theoly addresses such problems by attaching measures of credibility to propositions, while
fuzzy processors help control the process.
Mamdani's work 1 on fuzzy control, which was
motivated by Zadeh's approach to inexact reasoning, 2 led many researchers to work in this
field. The basic idea of this approach was to
incorporate the know-how of a skilled human
operator into fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules, which
would then be combined by the fuzzy implication and the compositional rule of inference.
Fuzzy logic Controllers and fuzzy rule-based
Systems (FRBSs) are important tools for modeling complex Systems. The knowledge base is normally either acquired from the human expert or
from a referential data set with neural or genetic
algorithms. The difficulty with compiling the control know-how may be due to the nonlinear, timevarying behavior of the System or the poor quality
of available measurements. To mirror natural language concepts, fuzzy logic replaces true and
false with continuous membership values ranging
from zero to one. This allows the processing of
linguistic concepts (adjectives, adverbs) like
"small," "big," "near," or "approximately" in the
control System. The main advance is to control
processes that are too complex to be mathematically modeled in real time.

Mostly, real-time requirements are the argument for fuzzy hardware, which consists of
fuzzy processors and special application-specific ICs (ASICs). Since the first generation of
digital1 ' 1 and analog"1 hardware implementations
from Watanabe, Togai, and Yamakawa, many
variations and improvements have been reported. 68 This second generation of fuzzy hardware
needs less chip area and is much faster than the
first fuzzy chips. Also, some commercial fuzzy
chips from different vendors (Motorola,
NeuraLogix, Omron, Siemens, Togai, Thomson)
are available.
Nevertheless, fuzzy hardware is not very successful yet because after the modeling phase the
fuzzy algorithm dispenses with any remaining
degrees of freedom in favor of implementation
speed and price. At this lower design level the
FRBS is a partial, w-dimensional function approximator that can be implemented very well on
Standard microprocessors. Moreover, control
problems are only one of myriad ways in which
an FRBS can be used.
Another real payoff is in applying an FRBS to
high-level or task-oriented problems such äs
fuzzy expert Systems. As with automatic optimization and adaptation tasks with neural and
genetic algorithms, these problems are usually
computed with microprocessors. For that purpose, there is a need for distinctly improved Software implementations on general-purpose
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processors to reach a very high pro-

cessing speed, a yearly speedup, and
a low price. Such implementations
require a careful analysis of the essential operations. Any speedup means

that more complex Systems can be

Rule 1

automatically designed to fit into the
same limited time interval.
Before discussing different micro-
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processor implementations, we give
a briet, formal overview of fuzzy control. Many good textbooks provide an
extended introduction to fuzzy con-
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Figure 1. Fuzzy Controller algorithm: inference (a) and combined inference

results (b).

B is true

Fuzzy functions then replace "crisp" propositions A and
B. These functions characterize and define fuzzy sets over
universe t/through u,,.: £/-» [0,1] with x |—> \if.x), so i= \[x
[i, (x)] l x e U, u,, O)). Zadeh defines fuzzy sets in three

important fuzzy operations:

Rule 1. If dU\& positive and Tis high,
then 7is low.
Rule 2. If rff/is positive ancl 7"is normal,
then 7is high.
Rule 3- If rff/is negative and 7"is normal,
then / is low.

Intersection C = AnB

HCO) = min [u 4 (x), Hau:)]
Union C = AuB
Hc (x) = jnax [)!„ (x), \i„(x)}
Complement A,
\i-A Cr) = l - 11A (x)

Fuzzified inputs dUand Tare simultaneously switched to
all the rules to be compared with the stored premises (If
parts). Now, we calculate truth values et,'", a,' for every subpremise by:

af =\LA(dÜ)
A, B, and C are fuzzy sets, and t/is the universe of discourse
for x. These fundamental operations together with the set [0,1]

form a fuzzy algebra, so that any logic functions can be built.
After Zadeh's basic work, researchers defined other fuzzy
operations.1" The important operations fulfill the triangulär
norm (t norm, for example, minimum) or t conorm (for
example, maximum) conditions. Instead of \lA(x), we only
write A to denote fuzzy set A. Replacing continuous func-

tions with unit pulses implements the Boolean algebra, a
subset of the fuzzy algebra. In contrast to a conventional
knowledge-based System, the premise of the rule is a value
in [0,1] insteadof 10,11.
The example in Figure l introduces the basic fuzzy algorithm. It shows three simple rules for a battery charger with
n= 2 inputs dU (gradient of voltage), '/"(temperature), and
m = l Output /(current).

for A, e Ineg., pos.l
for Bj e (nor., high)
for » = l, ..., 3

(D

a,'" = 0.0 indicates that the input completely mismatches

the stored subpremise, which leads to a complete noncontribution of Rule 3 to the Output, et,'"' = 0.85 and a,r = 0.65
in Rule l generate a rule-matching or truth value of (0, =
0.65, because the fuzzy logic conjunction AND is interpret-

ed äs the minimum of a/"' and a,' [co, = min(cc/'", a,7)]. The
conclusion of each rule is
/' = [min (w,, x) \ x

for i= 1,...,3

(2)

and represents the Then part of each rule.
Now, we calculate fuzzy result function /', which is the

uniflcation of all subresults I', äs follows:1
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/'=U/,', for !=!,... ,3

(3)

In most applications the Output values are "crisp" numbers (unit pulses), which are accomplished by calculating
the center of gravity (COG) of resulting fuzzy function /':

J xx I'(x)dx
COG, =
\ I'(x)dx

(4)

performs the same actions äs other universal approaches.
The important thing is that the fuzzy rule-based approach is
a high-level, symbolic modeling technique. The fuzzy rules
much more closely resemble the way humans explain general rules, so the fuzzy Controller algorithm easily defines

function /
From the modeling point of view, it is interesting that a
conventional fuzzy Controller contains only positive (recommended) rules. So, analogous to negative weights in neural

networks, the formulation of negative (forbidding) fuzzy rules
The described FRBS with binary input and Output values
is called BIOFAM (Binary Input-Output Fuzzy Associative
Memory) or the Min-Max algorithm,1 with COG used äs the
defuzzification method.
The calculation of fuzzy result function 7 ' and COG

becomes the bottleneck during computation of the fuzzy
algorithm. Therefore, Togai suggested a modified result function calculation (FCOG), which calculates the center of area
M, and area A, of a membership function before runtime (w
is the number of Output membership functions):

Al• = | x dx, M, = ! x x f(x)dx

is an interesting extension of the fuzzy Controller. However,
this does not change the universal character of the algorithm.

Because a fuzzy Controller Claims to better model the way
humans think, the fuzzy community disputes the best and correct inference rule, the AND Interpretation, and the defuzzification strategy. Most of the currently implemented applications,
äs well äs the following, use only Equations 1-5.

Digital implementations
In general, the implementation of an FRBS in a commercial application has only one problem, the price. Chip prices
depend on chip area and production volume. So, we have

two possible implementation strategies: special fuzzy processors/ASICs and optimized implementation on general-purpose microprocessors. These different processes converge
because an optimized algorithm is useful in both Software

COG,=
CO, x A,

(5)

A fuzzy Controller with multiple inputs and one Output is
called a MISO fuzzy Controller. Each multiple-input/multipleoutput (MIMO) fuzzy Controller is a unification of several MISO
Controllers. MIMO describes a partial, w-dimensional, nonlinear, and dynamic free function/: f/c IR' —> IR" because the
I/O behavior of the FRBS depends only on the current input
vector and the algorithm has no storing or delaying elements.

More mathematically, the 6-tuple FRB = (\iah, R, t, I, t-co,
DEP) is a family of fuzzy Controllers. It has membership functions \i, fuzzy rule base R, f-norm fuzzy conjunction /, implication / verifying Xß,0) = 0 if a ^ 0 (for example, an K
implication or t norm), t conorm J-co, and defuzzification
method DEF (for example, COG, maximum, or FCOG). The

and hardware, and the analysis of the fuzzy algorithm shows
that only a few new operations are required. Software will
also effectively simulate a few new operations.
This evolution is particularly visible in the second gener-

ation of fuzzy ASICs and Compilers. The first generation
implemented the fuzzy Controller algorithms without considering data dependencies and led to expensive and overspecified solutions.
To demonstrate the efficiency of their implementations,

some vendors present speed comparisons in which they
compare special code (mostly assembler) and special hardware with very bad high-level implementations (mostly C).

In these comparisons a fuzzy Controller algorithm on an 8bit 8051 is faster man on a 32-bit 80486, which only shows
the poor implementation. The second generation of digital

main parameters for the FRBS are the number of fuzzy rules
k, positions (a), and widths (b) of the input ancl Output membership functions. Of prime importance is that FC e FRB is

fuzzy hardware included data dependencies, achieving
smaller and cheaper solutions. In the following we present

an universal approximator.

some implementations on general-purpose hardware that

Theorem l (universal approximator). Let FRB be the set of all

improve both speed and storage capacity.
Lookup tables. Most applications such äs battery chargers anci autonomous robot navigators,12 use FRBSs to handle

FCandf: f/cr IR" —> IRbe a continuous function defined on

complex nonlinear problems, but the method is also well

a compact U. For each e > 0, there exists an FCe e FRB such
that sup i| (ßc) - FC€(x) | | G * ) e U] < e.

suited for even simpler problems. On the first level, these
problems have only two or three inputs ancl one or two out-

put variables and describe a function like/: i/c IR2 —> IR.
Castro provides the proof.11
Clearly, from a theoretical viewpoint a fuzzy Controller
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So, this fuzzy Controller may be implemented by a meinory
Controller or lookup tables.

We can characterize the important features of today's
microprocessors when implementing FRBSs by.
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Figure 2. Distribution of computation time for a 64-bit
processor, input variables n = 8, Output variables m - 4,
eight membershipfunctions/variables, and 50 rules.

1. Addition, multiplication, and division operations, which
are about 10 to 100 times faster with integer numbers
than floating-point numbers. Floating-point operations

are not available on microcontrollers.
2. Usually minimum and maximum operations are not
directly available.
3. Jumps over short distances are fast.

4. Often-used data resides in the processor cache or registers.
So, the optimized calculation of the FRBS algorithm based

on these features takes four steps:
In the digital case, the signal from the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is the address of the memory block. Memory
capacity (C7LT) required for an FRBS with an I/O resolution of
l/k bits, n inputs, and m Output vectors is CLT = (2"'mK)/S
Kbytes. QT increases exponentially with the number of inputs
and the resolution. Available Converters can achieve execu-

• Completing all calculation operations with integer numbers; this is no restriction because in control applications the Output numbers of an ADC are integers.
• Storing the membership functions in lookup tables so
that the antecedents are calculated very quickly. If the
input resolution increases (greater than 10 bits), the

tion times less than 100 ns, independent of the number of

membership function is approximated via straight lines.

rules, and the shape and number of membership functions.
The storage capacity of the lookup table for QT is reduced

• Using the most suitable algorithm for the digital processor since FRBS are universal approximators.

if an optimization algorithm calculates appropriate base
points to approximate transfer function / The values
between the base points are approximated through linear or

• Including data dependencies, especially the property of
the minimum operator [min(;e,0) = 0], to reduce the
number of operations drastically. If one subpremise of

b-spline lines. Execution time increases to between l |0,s and
10 (is (32-bit, 33-MHz microprocessor), but more complex

the left-hand side of a rule is not activated, it is not nec-

Systems are possible.
Linear approximated functions can also be implemented
in an analog technique, and Systems with a complexity of
three inputs and an execution time from 0.5 |J.s to 5 (is are
possible.13 An analog ASIC with two inputs and one Output
approximated with 7x7 base points needs a chip area of
nearly 3 mm2. Analog implementations are interesting in consumer products (volume greater than 100,000), for example,
for motor control without a tachometer. Analog ASICs need

no ADCs or DACs (digital-to-analog Converters), and additional devices like amplifiers can be integrated on chip.
On the next interesting level, the Systems have a medium
or higher complexity. Here, some first-generation fuzzy

essary to evaluate further subpremises. Then, only a few
rules must be completely calculated.
In real-world applications, input Signals are in the interval

[.xmin, Jfmaxl. The signal is converted by an /-bit ADC, so that
all following operations are calculated with /-bit integers.
A lookup table implementation with an input signal resolution of 10 bits requires a 1-Kbyte block of memory for each
membership function. As described, the memory capacity

increases exponentially with resolution. Eichfeld et al.6introduced a reduced storing method for use when only two
membership functions at a time overlap. This Situation
requires only two memory blocks (Figure 3, next page).

ASICs (Togai, Omron, Siemens) are available, but often

Membership functions i, i+2, ... are stored in the first memory block, and the neighboring membership functions /'+ l,

requirements call for an optimized digital implementation
on a Standard microprocessor. Such an implementation is

i + 3, • • • are stored in the second block. So, every block Stores
only nonoverlapping membership functions. The number of

more flexible, very fast, and frequently sufficient.
Complex fuzzy Controllers on general-purpose

the membership function is read out together with the membership value \l(x).

processors. An effective implementation of the fuzzy Controller algorithm requires an analysis of the available Opera-

Since execution time is independent of the shape and complexity of the membership functions, even exponential sensor Signals, from a temperature sensor for example, may be
used. Note that a digital implementation of an FRBS converts
the approximated straight lines of a membership function to
steps (Figure 4). A resolution of l = k = 8 bits implies 256

tion of today's microprocessors for the important operations
of the fuzzy algorithm. We have done this for certain exarnples of FRBSs by examining the assembler code; Figure 2
shows the result of the average.
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Figure 3. Compressed storage of overlapped membership
functions. Instead of separating all MFs (b), only the overlapping MFs are stored in different memory blocks (c).

Note that the Output signal ränge is only in interval [Mmin,
>4,ax] in which (A^, < M, < M„m, « = ! , . . . . # OMFs) are the cen-
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ters of Output membership functions (see Figure 5).
Continuous
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Figure 5. Effective ränge of a linguistic Output variable.

of gravity is the bottleneck during computation. For each
activated rule and for all 2k (kOutput resolution) membership
function values, the Min-Max algorithm has to compute a
Minimum and Maximum Operation (Figure l, Equations 2

and 3). It is possible to select a modified evaluation method
(FCOG, Equation 5) since the FRBS is a universal approximator. This method calculates center of area M, and area A,

r^

64

The most suitable algorithm for digital processors is a very
important point to consider. As mentioned earlier, the calculation of fuzzy result function /' together with the center

128

192

256

•"min

Figure 4. Steps in a digital approximated membership
function. \JL(X) indicates the membership value.

of a membership function before runtime. So, during runtime only, we need addition and multiplication operations to
compute the current Output values. For an 8-bit microcon-

troller and a resolution of 8 bits, all 16- or 32-bit addition
and multiplication operations during the defuzzification must
be done in 8 bits. So, for all 8-bit microcontrollers, defuzzification represents the bottleneck, while for 32-bit microprocessors rule evaluation is the slowest part (see Figures 2

stairs on the x axis, while at the same time the y axis may
have a considerable number of stairs. A membership function that occupies one fourth of the x axis has effectively
only 6-bit resolution in the y axis.
Simulation results of a closed-loop System with floating-

point numbers can differ considerably from the integer implementation; oscillations may also occur in the System. To
improve the real x-zxis resolution in the fuzzifier, we distin-

and Figure 7).
The last important point refers to data dependencies. One
substantial idea in design with fuzzy rules is to consider
neighborhood relationships in the universe of discourse.

We express neighborhood relationships by overlapping
membership functions. Usually, the degree of overlap of the
membership functions is low (equals 2), which means that
most of the fuzzy rules are not activated (ü), = 0). Now, the

guish between external resolution / and internal resolution b.
Since usually each membership function occupies only a small
part of the jcaxis, the internal resolution is approximately 2 or

greater than zero. Since the other rules have no effect on the
Output, there is no need to process all the fuzzy rules. Figure

3 bits smaller than the external resolution (Figure 4).

6 shows how the optimized evaluation of the fuzzy rules works.
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basic idea is to find those fuzzy rules whose truth values o>, are

Rule 2
Rule 3
Rule 4
Rule 5

l

IM issmall AND...
If A is small AND ...
•If A is medium AND Bis small AND Cis small ...
H——— reusable ———^|
If A is medium AND ß is small AND C is medium
=0

Rule 6
Rule 7

If A is medium AND ß is small AND C is medium
If Cis medium ...

Rule 8

If ,4isbig AND Bis small
reusable]

Rule 9

If A is big AND B is medium
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Fuzzification
Inference
Defuzzification

I

IM issmall AND...

Gomputation t

Rule 1

Figure 7. Distribution of computation time with jump
optimization, n = 4, m = 1, seven membership
function/variables, 40 rules, and an 8-bit processor.

evaluated. These constitute only 28 percent of the subpremises and 8 percent of the Minimum operations.
Figure 6. Optimized rule evaluation. Rules 2 and 3 are
skipped when the first premise is found to be zero.

Consideration of the following enormously reduces micro-

processor computation time:
• If one subpremise is zero and the conjunction Operation is interpreted by the minimum Operation, the rule

After the modeling phase, a special algorithm sorts the rules
by their antecedent so that, depending on the current input,

the truth value of the input is only in the left (smaller) or in
the right (bigger) interval. This accelerates the calculation once
more. The activated rules are found in kl, (k, n) Steps, in which
k, is the number of membership functions of the linguistic variable z O = l, ..., n) and n is the number of linguistic variables.
Approximating the membership functions with straight lines

• According to this, all other rules that use the same subpremise need not be calculated.

no longer has a great effect because only a pari of the subpremise has to be calculated. So, we can also reduce the memory requirements with only a little deceleration.
Pulse-duration representation of membership values. Unfortunately, Standard microprocessors do not have

• If similar subpremises exist in different rules, there is

minimum or maximum instructions, so we need several

no need to recalculate them, and the result of the first
calculation is reused whenever appropriate.

machine instructions to implement these operations. For low

is not activated. There is no need to calculate the rest of
the rule.

This evaluation method assumes that a code Compiler sorts
the rule base before code generation. Figure 7 shows the
percentage distribution of the computation time when this
jump optimization is implemented. Otherwise, the whole
calculation time is up to four times higher.

Now, wich 32-bit addition and multiplication, defuzzification becomes the System bottleneck (8-bit resolution).

I/O resolutions (less than 10 bits) and for special ASICs, we
can implement the Minimum/Maximum operations through
AND/OR gates. For that purpose we must change the representation of the membership values to a pulse-durationmodulation (PDM) representation (Figure 8).7
Building a current to a PDM Converter in special hardware
is easy. A fuzzy Controller based on PDM Signals usually
requires fewer I/O pins and less chip area. Furthermore, it

is very easy to increase the number of inputs.

Consequently, depending on the available processor (8 to 64
bits), two implementation strategies are successful. The first
extends Standard microprocessors with a special minimum
Operation together with a Jump if the result is zero (JMIZ).
The second implements a 20-bit ALU (plus registers)."-15

For Standard processors, we can simulate the PDM representation through a duration-bit representation (Table 1).
Usually, all processors have bitwise-AND and bitwise-OR
instructions, which need from one to eight clock cycles.

A small example with two inputs, one Output, and seven

with the PDM representation in four to eight clock cycles

triangulär membership functions with a 50-percent overlap

(8-bit resolution). Additional clock cycles are required to
fetch the membership values from memory. Storing capacity CPDM, äs well äs the processing time of the PDM mini-

should illustrate the extent of the time reduction. The execution time depends on the number of fuzzy rules k. Without
the optimization just described, all the fuzzy rules, 49 * 2

subpremises, and 49 minimum operations must be calculated. With the optimization, 5+7+7=19 rules, 7+7=14 subpremises (reusing!), and four Minimum operations must be

Pentium or 80486 processors perform a Minimum Operation

mum, increases exponentially with resolution /, CPDM = (2'/8)
bytes.

We can achieve further speedup if the area of Output membership functions At are normalized. Equation 5 reduces to
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Table 1. Digital PDM representation.
Mem. val.,0

Binary2

Representation

0
1
2

000
001

0000 0000
00000001

010

3
5
6

011
100
101
110

00000011
00000111
0000 1111
0001 1111

7

111

4

Table 2. Processing time for different rule bases in jxs.
Processor (bits)/
l,O(bits)/method

Small

Test svstem
Medium

Large

8//=/: = 8/FCOG

500-1,000

200-900

_

8// = /c = 8/PDM

700-1,350

350-1,200

—

7-20
6-20
22-35

2-18

80 -300
65-250
100-420

32// = fc = 8/FCOG
32/1 = k = 8/PDM

32/1= k = 16/FCOG

0011 1111
0111 1111

M, = f xx I'(x)dx, COG, =

0) x M

(a)

_r
This so-called singleton method is often used in special
fuzzy Hardware. Usually, various fuzzy shells äs well äs
automatic design tools support the singleton method.
A highly interesting approach is to use the PDM representation in the inference stage of a high-resolution (greater
than 12 bits) Max/Min fuzzy Controller with singletons and
center of gravity defuzzification. Suppose an overlap degree
of 2 for each membership function. Depending on the number of input variables n, only a few rules (less than 2") can
be activated. Now, the basic idea is to sort truth values co,
and to use PDM-coded pointers to the truth values instead
of the values to build the inference.
Figure 9 shows the block diagram of the inference and
defuzzification unit. A fuzzy Controller with n = 4 input variables and an overlap degree of 2 activates at most 24 = 16
fuzzy rules. Instead of processing all the truth values with
the FCOG (Equation 5), they are computed by

Mt = \ xxl'(x)dx, COG, = \ min (oo„Af,) .
/=i
where the Minimum Operation is done with the PDM-coded
pointers of the truth values. This architecture is also suitable
for the implementation of a mixed-mode fuzzy Controller.16
Table 2 shows some computation times for three different
kinds of lest Systems for the optimized fuzzy rule base algorithm. The small System (an inverted pendulum) has two
inputs, one Output, and 49 rules. The medium System (a battery charger) has four inputs, one Output, and 16 rules, and the
large System (an autonomous robot navigator12) has 29 inputs,
11 Outputs, and 200 rules. Tests took place on a 33-MHz 80486
PC with the gnu C Compiler (DJ. Delorie V. 2.6.0) on the highest optimization level and on an MCS-8052 in assembler. Each
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3-12
20-30

_T

(b)

Figure 8. Minimum (a) and Maximum (b) Operation for
PDM Signals.

column has two values (low and high) because the computation time depends on the number of activated fuzzy rules.
A synchronous processing speed can be achieved if each sorted rule block is filled up with dummy rules, up to the maximum number of similar activated rules.

COMPARING THE ARCHITECTURES of today's fuzzy
processor and a Standard microprocessor shows that most
of the processor components like the ALU, MMU, control
unit, registers, and others are used in both processor types.17
Standard microprocessors such äs the 80x86 or the 680x0
are faster than special fuzzy processors (for example, the
ECHO), though they need more memory space. This does
not normally cause a problem. Similar to the ECHO, these
processors have no interfaces like an ADC.
Another effective, fast, and relatively inexpensive way to
build a high-performance fuzzy processor is to extend a Standard microprocessor with specific fuzzy logic components,
especially the Jump on Zero Minimum Operation. Further
advantages come from an effective exploration of System
components and an on-chip data communication capability.15
The 8-bit microcontrollers like the MCS-8052 can produce
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Figure 9. Inference and defuzzification unit with pointer register and membership value register.

inexpensive implementations of FRBSs with medium complexity and medium execution time. Such often-used microcontrollers are well tested. Furthermore, the microcontroller
evaluation boarcls often contain an ADC and a serial link. These
general-purpose Controllers can Support many applications,
for example, a nickel-cadmium battery charger. Populär cord-

less Utensils need high-performance NiCd batteries, which"
have to be recharged in a few minutes. A fuzzy Controller with
four inputs and one Output can control the high charging current to avoid over-charging and improve durability.
The 16 fuzzy rules of the System together with the 13 membership functions and driver Software are implemented in 1.8
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Kbytes of ROM. With the optimization, the fuzzy Controller
requires the computation time given in Table 2; otherwise

12. H. Surmann, J. Huser, and L. Peters, "Guiding and Controlling

the processing speed is about two times slower.
Due to described Software implementations, we have implemented improved concepts in our third-generation special

Conf. Fuzzy Systems, Vol. 20, 1995, pp. 83-88.
13. T. Kettner, C. Heite, and K. Schumacher, "Analog CMOS-Realization of Fuzzy Logic Membership Functions," IEEE J. Solid-

fuzzy hardware. Next we will test and use these chips in other
applications requiring a high-speed fuzzy Controller. We plan

State Circuits, Vol. 28, No. 7, 1993, pp. 857-861.
14. A.P. Ungering and K. Goser, "Architecture of a 64-Bit Fuzzy

to use the improved Software implementation to control an
autonomous mobile robot and complete our work. Since we

Inference Processor," Proc. FUZZ-IEEE World Congress Computional Intelligence, Vol. 26, No. 6, 1994, pp. 1776-1780.
15. A.P. Ungering, H. Bauer, and K. Goser," Architecture of a Fuzzy-

can evaluate more fuzzy rules in real time, this robot shows a
distinctly improved behavior and received the Intelligence

Award in the FUZZ-IEEE 95 robot competition in Yokohama,
Japan. (P
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